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QUANTITY:  2 boxes 
ACCESS:  Open to research 
ACQUISITION: Donation of James Glover and Philip Terrie 
PROCESSED BY:    Margie Amodeo 
 
Biographical Note: Robert Marshall was born into a wealthy and prominent family in New 
York City. He spent the summers of his youth with his family at Knollwood on Lower Saranac 
Lake and in the mountains of the Adirondacks. Together with his brother George and guide Herb 
Clark, Bob Marshall would become the first Forty Sixers. Educated in forestry at Syracuse, 
Harvard, and Johns Hopkins University, he spent his life exploring, working, writing and 
advocating for wilderness. When Marshall passed away at age 38, his brothers George and James 
continued his activism by sharing his environmental convictions and narratives from his life in 
their own writing. George also consulted with James Glover as he researched and wrote, A 
Wilderness Original: The Life of Bob Marshall. 
Scope and Content Note: The collection was donated by Philip Terrie and James Glover. It 
contains the research and notes of James Glover accumulated for his book on Robert Marshall 
with additional research added by Philip Terrie done in preparation for a book project he chose 
not to pursue. Most correspondence and articles are copies, not originals. Many items are copied 
from holdings of the Bancroft Library at UC Berkeley and The American Jewish Archives who 
hold the papers of Robert Marshall. Folders have maintained their original file names and order.  
 
JG=James Glover 
RM= Robert Marshall 
AfPA=Association for the Protection of the Adirondacks  
TWS= The Wilderness Society 
 
Box and Folder List:  
Box Box Folder Description 
1 1 1 Adirondack Articles and Exploration, The Living Wilderness magazine March 
1946, High Spots October 1932 (containing a list of 14 peaks climbed in one 
day by RM), handwritten list of flowers seen on one hike, copy of “The High 
Peaks of the Adirondacks” by RM booklet published by ADK, meeting 
minutes of TWS meeting Jan. 27, 1937 called to order by RM, “Mills Blake, 
Adirondack Explorer” by RM,  copy of “1746 Lakes and Ponds in 
Adirondack Preserve” by RM and George Marshall, “Sabbath is for Man, Not 
Man for the Sabbath” by RM, “Wilderness in the Forest Preserve, A Heritage 
to be Guarded” by Robert Watson Pomeroy, “The Forest Preserve of New 
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York State” published by Schenectady chapter of ADK, “Rating of Views 
from Adirondack Peaks over 4000 Feet High” by RM, George Marshall and 
Herbert Clark, copy of an article from the Syracuse Herald: “Syracuse Youth 
(RM)Masters Every Adirondack Peak,” copy of “Winter Climb Up Trail to 
Summit of MacIntyre” by RM, copy of “Climbing 42 High Adirondack 
Peaks” by RM, “The Forest and the Law” by Alfred S. Forsyth, and copies of 
correspondence 
 
Names found: RM, and Paul A. Schaefer  
 2 Adirondack Matters: Marshall in Adirondacks, handwritten notes by JG 
 3 Adirondack Matters: Adirondack Issues, “Calkins Creek” by RM, “Impending 
Ruination for the Adirondack Wilderness” by RM, “Fallacies in Osborne’s 
Position” by RM, “Truck and Trails in the Adirondacks” by Raymond H. 
Torrey, “Truck Trails in the Adirondacks?” by Lithgow Osborne, “Comments 
on Commission’s Truck Trail Policy” by RM, “The Long Brown Path” by 
Raymond H. Torrey, meeting minutes of the first meeting of the New York 
Chapter of TWS, proposed resolution on ski trails 1937,  and copies of 
correspondence regarding Article VII, Section 7, ski trails, bob-sled run, the 
Tree Cutting Amendment (Improperly Called the Reforestation Amendment), 
forest fire truck trails, and proposed road to Johns Brook Lodge 
 
Names found: J.S. Apperson (extensive copies of correspondence between 
JSA and the Marshalls), James A. Foote, George Marshall, RM, Lithgow 
Osborne, Raymond N. Torrey, Robert Sterling Yard, and Fernham Yardley 
 4 Adirondack Matters: Olympic Park Issues, handwritten notes, and copies of 
correspondence regarding an Olympic National Park 
 
Names found: Arno B. Cammerer, Irving M. Clark, RM , and Robert Sterling 
Yard 
 5 Adirondack Matters: Yard Squabbles, Glover’s handwritten notes on the 
subject, “Wilderness is for Those who Appreciate” by Olaus Murie (to Robert 
Yard), and copies of correspondence regarding political affiliations and the 
importance of TWS remaining neutral 
 
Names found: Irving Clark, Benton MacKaye, George Marshall, RM, Henry 
Baldwin Ward, and Robert Sterling Yard 
 6 Adirondack Truck Trails, “Truck Trails in the Adirondacks” by Lithgow 
Osborne,  “Comments on Commission’s Truck Trail Policy” by Robert 
Marshall and copies of correspondence 
 
Names found, Russell M.L. Carson, and RM 
 7 Alaska Development Issue, “Opportunities for Refugees in Alaska” by 
Mordecai Ezekiel, handwritten notes by JG, “Appendix B Comments on the 
Report on Alaska’s Recreational Resources and Facilities” by RM, and 
“Should We Settle Alaska?” by RM 
 8 Alaskan Development Issues, JG’s handwritten notes, “National Parks and 
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National Forest: from Conversation with Bob Marshall July 12, 1937,”  
 
Names found: Earl H. Clapp, RM, and F.A. Silcox 
 9 Anecdotes, “Lighter Moments with Robert Marshall” by Mable Abercrombie 
Mansfield, letter written to JG by George Marshall regarding an oral history 
Marshall had given JG 12/7/1982, notes on an interview with Mabel 
Mansfield 7/8/1982, “Douglas Fir Research in the Pacific Northwest, 1920-
1956,” notes regarding an interview by JG with James Marshall, “Bob 
Marshall, Friend and Roommate” by N.W. Hosley, notes from an interview 
with George Kephart, and copies of correspondence 
 
Names found: Amy F. Berg, James Deane,  JG, N.W. Hosley, Richard 
McArdle,  James Marshall, Margaret E. Murie, Sigurd F. Olson, Louis Wise, 
and Ethel Wortis 
 10 Articles, copies of articles “Volume Production in Forestry Literature” by 
RM, “The Girdled Pine Still Lives” by RM, “The Life History of Some 
Western White Pine Stands on the Kaniksu National Forest” by RM, 
“Lucretius on Forest Fires” by Robert Marshall, “Mountain Ablaze” by RM, 
“Influence of Precipitation Cycles on Forestry” by RM, “Notes and Comment, 
Soil Alkalinity on Recent Burns” by RM, “Trade School Methods in Forestry 
Education” by RM, “Contribution to the Life History of the North-Western 
Lumberjack” by RM, and a transcription of a letter from Gifford Pinchot to 
RM regarding the lumberjack article  
 11 Arctic Village Reviews, reviews from Jesse Allen, Margaret E. Murie, Al 
Wiserman, H.L. Mencken, The North American Review, and The New York 
Times  
 12 Arctic Wilderness, editorial from The Fairbanks Daily News-Miner, “North 
Doonerak, Amawk and Apoon” by RM, map of the Upper North Fork and 
Middle Fork of the Koyukuk, “Reconnaissance of the Northern Koyukuk 
Valley, Alaska” by RM, Cosmos Club Bulletin June, 1956, “Arctic 
Wilderness” review by Paul H. Oehser, and copies of correspondence 
 
Names found: JG, James Marshall, and Paul H. Oehser 
 13 RM-ASEH 2001, email correspondence regarding abstracts for proposed 
panel on wilderness including “Robert Marshall’s ‘Wilderness Ideology’ 
Submitted by Philip G. Terrie”  
Names found: Michael Egan, JG, Mark Harvey and Philip Terrie 
 14 Anti-Semitism, one letter from George Marshall to “Warder” denouncing 
Melvil Dewey as “a truly evil man who represented what the world is trying 
so hard to rid itself of today.” 
 15 Bancroft, transcripts of letters  
 
Names found: Paul Blanshard, E.R. Bowe, Mr. Carter, Earl H. Clapp, Al 
Cline, John Collin, Benjamin N. Cardozo, William G. Howard, Mr. Iches, 
Alvin Johnson, Aldo Leopold, Jack Norton, Mr. Pettis, Pinchot, and Dorothy 
Sugarman 
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 16 Bibliography, “Bibliography of Robert Marshall, 1901-1939” as published in 
The Living Wilderness, “Robert Marshall as a Writer” by George Marshall, 
and correspondence 
 
Names found: Gregory R. Graves, and George Marshall 
 17 BIA Wilderness, “Wilderness Now on Indian Lands” by John Collier, 
correspondence and transcribed letters 
 
Names found: Henry I. Baldwin, John Collins and Helena Huntington Smith 
Pringle 
 18 Biographies, “Adirondacks to Alaska” by George Marshall, “He Was a 
Millionaire Who Walked Himself to Death” by Richard L. Neuberger, “Bob 
Marshall, Last of the Radical Bureaucrats” by Peter Wild, “The Great 
Ancestor” by T.H. Watkins, “In Wildness Was the Preservation of a Smile” 
by John G. Mitchell, “A Spirit of Evergreen and Granite” from the 
Washington Daily News, “His Vision Was His Legacy” by Sherry Devlin, 
“Bob Marshall and the Alaska Arctic Wilderness” by George Marshall, “Bob 
Marshall’s Books Given Library” from the Dec ’51 Alumni Newsletter, “Bob 
Marshall Wilderness Advocate” by David A. Bernstein, “Bob Marshall: A 
Montana and National Legend” by Orville E. Bach, Jr., “Profiles in 
Conservation: Robert Marshall” by TWS, “The Power of a List” by Tony 
Goodwin, and “Robert Marshall as a Writer” by George Marshall 
 19 Clark Papers University of Washington, copies of correspondence 
 
Names found: Irving M. Clark, RM, Dorothy H. Sugarman, and O.A. 
Tomlinson  
 20 Correspondence, Notes, draft of chapter XIX of the book with notes, time line 
1933-1935, transcribed New York Times article, “Federal Officials Accused as 
‘Reds’,” transcribed letter from George Marshall to RM, Mable Mansfield 
interview, transcription of correspondence 
 
Names found: Mabel Mansfield, RM, and Raphael Zon 
 21 Death of Louis Marshall, transcription of a portion of New York Times article 
“2,500 Pay Tribute to Louis Marshall” 
 22 Doonerak or Bust, “North Doonerak, Amawk and Apoon” by Robert 
Marshall, note to JG from Warder Cadbury, Xeroxed copy of “North 
Doonerak, Amawk and Apoon,” copy of a note from TWS to George re: 
attached note by RM on Olympic Wilderness 
 23 Draft with Annotations, timelines, draft with notations, “Lessons from the 
Peak Experiences” by Abraham H. Maslow, “Peak Experiences: Some 
Empirical Tests” by Robert Wuthnow, minutes from an AfPA meeting, 
correspondence and transcribed correspondence regarding an arrest for 
staging a “United Front demonstration with the Communists,” girlfriends, 
reminiscing, hiking, visitors to Washington, Pulp and Paper Co. issue, Arctic 
Village, RM’s parties in Washington,  
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Names found: Jesse Allen, Hugh Baker, Earle Clapp, Cardozo, John M. 
Coffee, Georgia Cromwell, Georgia Engelhard, Susan B. Franklin, Lewis 
Gannett, JG, Donald S. Klopfer, Ellen Koch, Mable Mansfield, George 
Marshall, James Marshall, Clara McMullen, RM, Margaret Mead, Virginia 
Olmstead, Mrs. Henry F. Pringle, Mr. and Mrs. Irving Reed, Martin Slisco, 
Harrison Smith, and Norman Thomas 
 24 FBI (material missing 11-08-2007) 
 25 Ethical Culture School and Society, copy of prospectus for 1905-1906 
 26 “An Experimental Study Seedling Confers…” Ph.D. Dissertation, copy of 
RM’s dissertation 
 27 Federal Conservation Policy, “A National Plan for American Forestry” by 
RM, “Federal Conservation Policy 1921-1933” by Donald C. Swain, 
“American Forestry” by William G. Robbins, and transcriptions of 
correspondence 
 
Names found: RM, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Schulman and F.A. Silcox 
 27 Forestry Concerns, transcriptions of correspondence 
 
Names found: C.C. Adams, Baker, Nelson C. Brown, Hopkins, Leopold, RM, 
Mrs. Alexander Miller, Gifford Pinchot, George D. Pratt, and Dr.Wise 
 28 Forestry Concerns, transcriptions of correspondence 
 
Names found: Dr. C.C. Adams, Baker, Nelson C. Brown, Hopkins, RM, Mrs. 
Alexander W. Miller, Gifford Pinchot, George D. Pratt, and Dr. Wise 
 29 Forest Service Pressure, “The Success of the Experiment, Chapter 7” from 
The Civilian Conservation Corps, 1933-1942 by John A. Salmond, “The 
Great Conservation Contest” by Richard Polenberg, and transcriptions of 
correspondence 
 
Names found: RM, L.F. Knapp, Fred Movell, F.A. Silcox, R. Stuart, and 
Meger Wolff 
 30 Forest Services, Region/ Files, information regarding Bob Marshall 
Wilderness area classification, and transcriptions of correspondence 
 
Names found: Thomas M. Baugh, JG, and Raymond W. Karr 
 31 Forest Service Wilderness Policy, notes on wilderness policy legislation 
 32 Friendship/Impressions, article featuring RM as forester, “College Alumni 
Notes” from the NYS College of Forestry Jan. 1927, “Impressions from the 
Wilderness” by RM, transcriptions of correspondence 
 
Names found: L.J. Ashbaugh,  JG, James Marshall, Louis Marshall, RM, 
Elise Untermeyer, and Sean Whipple 
 33 Grand Portage Road Issue, transcriptions of correspondence 
 
Names found: Iches, RM, and Oberholtzer 
 34 Growth of a Forester, notes on the excerpts of RM’s letters compiled by 
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George Marshall 
 35 RM on Forestry, copy of published letter written by RM to the editor of the 
Journal of Forestry regarding silviculture 
 36 Harvard Forest, copy of “The Harvard Forest 1907-1934)” by the alumni, 
notes on “Harvard Forest- Log for 1924-1925, “Harvard Forest Bulletin No. 
11 The Growth of Hemlock Before and After Release from Suppression” by 
Robert Marshall, 1927 
 37 The Harvard Forest 1907-1934, original of 1935 
 38 Hikes, notes on correspondence 
 
Names found: Gerhard Kempff, RM, and Robert Weidman 
 39 (Long) Hikes, “Forty-One Miles in the Ozarks” by Robert Marshall copied 
from the Forest Service Bulletin of November 27, 1939, “Recreation Chief 
Sees Region 3 Campground Improvement” regarding a 34 mile hike RM 
completed on Thanksgiving Day 1938 
 40 Helping Individuals, Glover’s notes on correspondence regarding fascism, the 
role of a free press, industrial democracy, his generous charitable 
contributions (to be kept anonymous), the Workers’ Alliance, his support of 
the National Federation for Constitutional Liberties, interesting and funny 
personal anecdotes from friends, and substantial discussions of environmental 
and political issues 
 
Names found: David A. Bernstein, Victor H. Cahalane, Henry Clepper, Ellory 
Foster, H.W. Gohannes, Elizabeth Hale, Richard E. McArdle, RM and Dr. 
Louis E. Wise 
 41 Johns Hopkins University pages from A History of the University Founded by 
Johns Hopkins 
 42 Illness- Death, Glover’s notes on correspondence and copies of 
correspondence regarding his illness and death 
 
Names Found: Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert D. Brown, Irving Clark, Fred W. Cleator, 
Worth Daniels, JG, C.M. Granger, Gardner Jackson, J.D. LeCron, George 
Marshall, James Marshall, RM, Ernest C. Oberholtzer, Virginia Olmstead, 
Mrs. Wesley Schlotzhauer, John Sieker, A.H. Silvester, Elise Untermeyer, 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling Yard 
 43 RM’s Inspection Tours, Inspection of Recreation and Lands Activities Region 
5 August 12-September 5, 1939 by Robert Marshall, Chief and JG’s notes on 
inspections from 1933, 1937, 1938, and 1939 
 44 Interior Department Pressure, “Wilderness areas on Indian Lands” by William 
Zimmerman, Jr., “Memorandum to Secretary Ickes: Immediate Problems of 
Wilderness Preservation” (National Park Service, Indian Service, Public 
Works Funds) and JG’s notes on correspondence regarding tensions between 
the Department of Interior and the Forest Service, his high regard for 
Secretary Iches, Iches to RM on Skyline Drive, RM to Iches on Green Mtn. 
Parkway, Great Smoky Mountains, save the primitive, the crest of the Great 
Smokies, an apology to Ickes regarding comment on the Park Service, 
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recommendations to Ickes on the Park Service Plan, and a copy of a map of 
the Appalachian Mountains 
 
Names found: Frank Been, Secretary Harold Iches, Benton (McKay?), and 
RM  
 45 Jackson, Gardner Relationship, copies of correspondence (fascist reference) 
 
Names found: Dode, Gardner Jackson, Pat and RM 
 46 Roger Kaye (Arctic National Wildlife Refuge), notes on correspondence, an 
unpublished manuscript by Kaye “Frontier Imagery in the History, Literature 
and Symbolism of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge,” and “The Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge, An Exploration of the Meanings Embodied in 
America’s Last Great Wilderness” by Roger W. Kaye for Wild Earth, Winter 
1999-2000 
 
Names found: Roger Kaye, RM and Dr. Terrie 
 47 Left-winger “The L.I.D. Fifty years of Democratic Education, 1905-1955” 
League for Industrial Democracy (Intercollegiate Socialist Society), and 
“Muddled Millions, Capitalist Angels of Left-Wing Propaganda by Benjamin 
Stolberg from the Saturday Evening Post, refers to Robert Marshall, describes 
the division of his estate 
 48 Liberal Activities, JG’s notes on RM’s “Three Consecutive Days” by RM and 
copies of correspondence 
 
Names found: Jackson, John V. Kennedy, John Lewis, Nancy Maverick, Jerry 
O’Connell, and Dorothy Sugarman 
 49 Liberal Activities, reflecting concern for poor and aging, contributions, 
Alaskan sayings, socialism 
 
Names found: Jesse Allen, Jack Dodd, Justice Holmes, Clara McMullen, Miss 
Moody, Louisa F. Pringel(?) and Millard E. Tydings 
 50 Life in Montana, JG’s notes on Marshall time in Montana 
 51 The Living Wilderness 1935-1939, “A Summons to Save the Wilderness” 
from The Living Wilderness magazine including “TWS Platform” and “The 
Types of Wilderness Recognized,” “Truck Trails in the Adirondacks” by 
Raymond H. Torrey, “Why the Appalachian Trail?” by Benton MacKaye, 
“Primitive Trails and Super-Trails” by Harold C. Anderson, “Three Great 
Western Wildernesses, What Must be Done to Save Them?” unattributed, 
“Wildernesses and Skyline Drives” by Harold P. Ickes, “The Tower of Babel, 
New Style” unattributed, “The Third Greatest American Tree” by Robert 
Sterling Yard, “A Little Wilderness in Vermont” by Walter Prichard Eaton, 
“This Deadly assault to be Repeated” unattributed “For a Wilderness 
Program” by Arthur E. Morgan, “Adirondack Truck Trails Stopped” by 
Raymond H. Torrey, “TWS Platform,” “Winning the Nation to Save 
Wilderness” unattributed, “TWS Creed,” “Editorial: Wilderness Attitudes” by 
Harold C. Anderson, “Wilderness and Wildlife” by Olaus J. Murie, “Nature at 
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Washington” by John Collier, “Secretary Ickes on Speedways,” “New Forest 
Service Wilderness Areas” unattributed (photograph by RM), “Jackson Hole 
Unique in Land Cooperation” by Robert Sterling Yard, “The Gregarious and 
the Solitary” by Benton MacKaye, “To Appreciate the Wilderness One Must 
Have Seen It” by Walter Prichard Eaton, “Mount Katahdin Established as 
State Park” unattributed, “Primeval Tehipite, Yosemite’s Rival, a Marvel of 
Loveliness” by Robert Sterling Yard, “New York Protects Its Wilderness” by 
George Marshall, “A Fascinating Restoration” by Harold C. Anderson, “The 
National Forest Wilderness System” by John Sieker, “Origin and Ideals of 
Wilderness Areas” by Aldo Leopold, “Protected Wilderness Areas Under 
Development in National Forests” chart 1940, “Wilderness and Wild Areas in 
the National Forests” map 1940 and 1943, “Wilderness and Wild Areas in the 
National Forests” chart,  “A Wilderness Sampler, Fifty Years of Conservation 
Writing Form the Pages of a Magazine That Just Kept on A-comin,’” and  
“‘We Want No Straddlers’” by Stephen Fox 
 52 Mt. Marshall, “Lawyer Asks Change of Adirondack Names” from the New 
York Times  
 53 Naming Mt. Marshall, “Mount Marshall” copied from Peaks and People of 
the Adirondacks, “Mount Marshall: The Strange History of the Names of an 
Adirondack High Peak” by Philip G. Terrie, Jr., Act of 1929 setting 
parameters for the naming of any mountain, plea from Anthony to “Friends of 
the Adirondacks” to set restrictions for naming NYS mountains,  and copies 
of correspondence 
 
Names found: J.S. Apperson, Theodore VanWyck Anthony, Russell Carson, 
E.H. Hall, Louis Marshall, and RM 
 54 Misc. Activities, JG’s notes on correspondence regarding Johns Hopkins 
schoolwork, the Johns Hopkins Liberal Club, his statistics on girlfriends, on 
being called “Bob” not “Mr. Marshall,” and naming Mt. Marshall 
 
Names found: Al Cline, Dr. Flick, Dr. Lynch, and RM 
 55 Misc. Humor, “Contribution to the Life History of the North-Western 
Lumberjack” by Robert Marshall (includes his charts for “Mean Number of 
Minutes Required for  Eating,” and “Subject Under Discussion” (top ranked 
are pornographic stories, personal adventures in which the narrator is hero, 
and Outrages of Capitalism), and “Precipitation and Presidents” by Robert 
Marshall 
 56 National Parks, JG’s notes on the Olympic Park Issue, Wilderness Society’s 
newsletter regarding “The Problem of the Kings Wilderness,” “Most 
Wonderful of Wildernesses Kings Canyon National Park” by Robert Sterling 
Yard, and JG’s notes on correspondence 
 
Names found: L.A. Barrett, Irving Clark, JG, Mr. Granger, RM, John J. 
Palmer, Dr. Henry Baldwin Ward, and Robert Sterling Yard 
 57 NPS General Criticism, “Women Members Protest Against Elaborate 
National Park Trails” unattributed (with letters from Mable Abercrombie, 
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Helen Howell Moorhead, Georgia Engelhard, and Thos. C. Vint), and copies 
of correspondence 
 
Names found: Iches, and RM 
 58 Outline and Texts 
 59 People’s Forests, copy of The People’s Forests by RM 
 60 The People’s Forests Reviews 
 61 People’s Forests” Forest Devastation Must Stop” by Robert Marshall, “A 
Letter to Foresters” signed by George P. Ahern, RM, E.N. Munns, Gifford 
Pinchot, Ward Shepard, W.N. Sparhawk, and Raphael Zon (marked “not for 
publication”), “A Proposed Remedy for Our Forestry Illness” by RM, “The 
Social Management of American Forests” by RM (and review of), and copies 
of correspondence regarding public ownership, “The Depression” by Robert 
Marshall (where he proposes something much like the Civilian Conservation 
Corps), and another copy of The People’s Forests 
 
Names found: Faye Clark, “Gerry and Lilly,’  RM, and Gifford Pinchot 
 62 Pinchot, JG’s notes on correspondence regarding forestry, flattering Pinchot, 
friendship with Pinchot, the implications of the Copeland Report, and Pinchot 
admitting public ownership is the answer 
 
Names found: Thomas C. Blaisdell, Jim Glover, Char Mueller, RM, Gifford 
Pinchot, and R. Zon 
 63 Personnel File, Dept. of Agriculture, documents regarding titles, salary and 
dates of service and copies of correspondence regarding RM teaching a 
course, naming of Mt. Marshall, report of RM’s sunstroke Sept. 25, 1939 (He 
died Nov. 11, 1939), Dept. letter of sympathy to JM upon the death of RM, 
letters of sympathy to the Forest Service, copy of article published in The 
Oregonian on RM’s death, naming of a forest for Marshall, dates of service to 
the Forest Service, and leave of absence to return to school for doctorate 
 
Names found: Florence M. Billikopf, Howard Braucher, H.D. Cochran, John 
L. Elliot, Mr. Gladmon, C.M. Granger, Rennold L. Loury, H.I. Loving, Earl 
Loveridge, George Marshall, James Marshall, RM, Fred H. Miller,  Ernest C. 
Oberholtzer, Jay H. Price, John Sieker, Ferdinand Silcox, Monroe Sweetland, 
P.A. Thompson, and Frederick S. Winston 
 64 Personal Life, JG’s notes on correspondence regarding a dinner at the Soviet 
Embassy in Washington D.C., his life as a Washington socialite, apartment 
hunting, “negro baseball,” a letter to JG from a fellow alum (Meloney)who 
learned of his research and wrote him maligning RM’s character and work 
ethic and accuses RM of supporting communist fronts, 1982 (attached is a 
letter to Meloney from Representatives working to change the name of the 
Bob Marshall Wilderness Area, 1955), Palace Laundry in Washington and 
their refusal to hire or serve Communists or anyone looking to destroy the 
American way of life 
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Names found: Shirley Bovich,  John Coffee, C.K. Harvey, Tode Jackson, 
Lyndon Johnson, John L. Lewis, H. Mitchell Meloney, Jerry O’Connell, 
Palace Laundry, Gifford Pinchot, Waldo Spangelo, Dorothy Sugarman, and 
C.A. Harvey Wiseman 
 65 Problem of the Wilderness, “On Bob Marshall’s Landmark Article” by 
George Marshall, “The Problem of Wilderness” by RM, High Spots review of 
“The Problem of Wilderness,” “Looking for Adventure, and Peace” by Robert 
Marshall, “The Wilderness is a Minority Right” by RM, “In the Wilderness” 
by Robert Marshall, “Impressions from the Wilderness” by Robert Marshall, 
“Mountain Climbing” by Robert Marshall, and  “The Modern Battle of the 
Wilderness” by RM 
 66 Public Ownership Issue, copied excerpts from Forests and Men by Greeley, 
“A Contest of Authority and Crisis of Identity” by Harold K. Steen, “A Forest 
Program” by RM, “Disposal” by RM, and JG’s notes on correspondence 
regarding a program to put unemployed people to work in the nation’s forests  
 
Names found: Elizabeth C. Flint, Elisabeth Marshall, George Marshall, RM, 
Gifford Pinchot, Roosevelt, and Raphael Zon 
 67 Quetico-Superior Work, “Oliver’s Long Shadow” by R. Newell Searle, 
“Report to the President of the United States on the Quetico-Superior Area by 
the Quetico-Superior Committee 1938,” “Quetico-Superior Wilderness 
International and Unique” by Sig Olson, “Quetico Superior Elegy” by Sig 
Olson, and JG’s notes on correspondence regarding TWS formation, 
Oberholtzer’s wilderness work, Oberholtzer’s opinion of RM, canoe trip with 
Sig Olson, and an interest in photography 
 
Names found: Harold Iches, Charles S. Kelly, RM, Oberholtzer, and Sig 
Olson 
 68 Raphael Zon, “Forest Researcher Raphael Zon” by Norman J. Schmaltz,  
 69 Recreation Policy, JG’s notes on the 32 basic policies approved by the Chief 
forester relating to campgrounds, picnic grounds, winter sports areas, resorts, 
service facilities, organization camps, summer homes, and wilderness areas, 
“Suggested Memorandum of Agreement Between the National Park Service 
and the United States Forest Service of the Promotion of the Appalachian 
Trailway” and JG’s notes on correspondence regarding interest in group 
wilderness camps, White House luncheon regarding a National Recreation 
Conference (including the economics of recreation for low income groups), 
the 1934 National Resources Report, message from the President ordering a 
study of the National Forest Problem, parks vs. forests or campgrounds, 
concessionaries, publicity, public vs. private sectors, resorts, and ski trail 
policy  
 
Names found: L.H. Anderson, Fay Clark, Frank S. Hackett, Benton Mackey, 
George Marshall, C.B. Morse, , W.N. Robinson, President and Mrs. 
Roosevelt, and regional forester Rutledge 
 70 Roadless Inventory, “Largest Roadless areas in the United States” (including 
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map) by RM and Althea Dobbins,  “Maintenance of Wilderness Areas” by 
RM, and JG’s notes on correspondence regarding Olmstead’s reaction to 
RM’s inventory 
 
Names found: Frederick Law Olmstead and R.S. Yard 
 71 Rocky Mountain Tunnel, “The Colorado- Big Thompson Reclamation 
Project: Test Case” by H.H. Chapman, “Wilderness Areas” by H.H. 
Chapman, “Responsibility for Public Attitude Toward Private Forestry” by 
Emanuel Fritz, “Statement of Robert Sterling Yard at the Hearing in Secretary 
Ickes’s Office November 12, 1937, “Wilderness News Number 2 July 4, 
1936” and “Number 1 April 2, 1936” bulletins from TWS on the standards of 
the Rocky Mountain National Park, and JG’s notes on correspondence 
regarding the Rocky Mountain National Park  
 
Names found: H.H. Chapman, Henry Clepper, RM and Dr. Schmitz 
 72 Skyline Drives- Issues, JG’s notes on correspondence regarding tree mortality 
along Skyline Drive, road in the Smokies, and Green Mountains issue 
 
Names found: Mable Abercrombie, Harvey Broome, Bernard Frank, Harold 
L. Ickes, Benton MacKaye,  RM, and Robert Sterling Yard 
 73 Specific Issue: Airplanes in Bob Marshall Wilderness, reports and copies of 
correspondence regarding forest and conservation experiment station, school 
of forestry, Montana State University Bulletin, “The Flathead Story” by 
Charlie Shaw,  
 
Names found: C.M. Granger, Evan W. Kelley, Elers Koch, RM, Meyer and 
Walter G. Nye 
 74 Stratemeyer, four page biography of Edward Stratemeyer 
 75 Syracuse College of Forestry, notes for the chapter on RM at SUNY ESF, 
article written by RM on Cadwattader J. Applesauce, Summer Camp 1922, 
“The Mount Marcy Trip” by RM, Outline of Summer Camp courses, notes on 
the Empire Forester 1924, Activity Honor roll 1924, Senior Records, “Dec. 22 
Camp Log of ’24 Class,” notes on “Fernow Episode,” and copies of 
correspondence 
 
Names Found: Dr. James Christensen, Michael Nadel, and RM 
 76 Text and Outline, handwritten manuscripts 
 77 Transfer to USFS, recommendation to the Secretary for transfer from Indian 
Service to Forest Service and copies of  correspondence arranging the transfer 
and letters of congratulations  
 
Names found: E.K. Burlew, M. Clapp, John Collier, Christopher M. Granger, 
Philip G. Hattock, Ickes, Mr. Keplinger, Mr. Kneipp, Aldo Leopold, E.W. 
Loveridge, RM, George M. Nyce, Ober, Sig Olson, F.A. Silcox, and Harry 
Slattery 
 78 USFS 1937-1939, “Recollections of Bob Marshall, Bob Marshall’s Last 
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Wilderness Adventure, Bob Marshall. Wilderness Worshiper” by Fred 
Cleator, and copies of  and notes on correspondence 
 
Names found: Fred W. Cleator, JG, Charles Paul Keyser, Steve Mark, and 
RM 
 79 Ulcer, RM’s dedication to Howard R. Flint                                                        
 80 Weekend Trips in the Cranberry Lake Region  “Weekend Trips in the 
Cranberry Lake Region” written by RM, 1923, “Horseshoe Circle, June 4, 
1922,”  “Bog River Trip, June 10-11, 1922,” “Tupper Lake Trip. June 17-19, 
1922,” “Grass Pond Mountain Trail Cutting Expedition. June 23-25, 1922,” 
“Heath Pond Trip. July 9-10, 1922,” “Nick’s Pond Trip. July 15-16, 1922,” 
“Star Lake Trip. July 22-23, 1922,” “Hornet Pond Trip. July 30. 1922,” “Five 
Ponds Trip. August 12-13, 1922,” “Nehasane Trip. August 26-27, 1922,” 
“Trips in Connection with the Courses,” “Ratings,” “Distances in Miles,” and 
“Origin of Names in the Region”  
 81 Wilderness Articles: Mid 30’s, “Priorities in Forest Recreation” by RM, 
“Remnant of our Fast Dwindling Wilderness—Lake Crescent, Washington.” 
By RM, “A Plea for the Old Wilderness,” “ Vestige of an Early America—
Grand Teton Mountains, Wyoming, “and  “The Universe of the Wilderness is 
Vanishing” by RM 
 82 Wilderness Concerns, “Commercialization of the Forest Preserve” signed by 
William A. Andrews, Russell M.L. Carson, Hugh P. Baker, Paul A. Schaefer, 
Clarence C. Fisher, Alexander W. Miller, and John B. Burnham,” “ Defeat the 
Recreational Amendment,” and“ The Perilous Plight of the Adirondack 
Wilderness” by RM 
 83 TWS Early Development (Wilderness), list of Wilderness Society’s Council, 
“One Who Never Compromised” about Sig Olsen, “Executive Committee 
Reports for 1937,” letter to the editor in re: an editorial, “The Last Decade, 
1935-1945” by Harvey Broome, “Editorial: The Cult of Wilderness” from the 
Journal of Forestry, and copies of and notes on correspondence 
 
Names found: H.C. Anderson, Bernard Frank, JG, Benton MacKaye, George 
Marshall, RM, Bill Moyer, Mike Nadell, Sigurd Olsen, and Robert Sterling 
Yard 
 84 TWS Early Issues, Misc. (Wilderness), Wilderness News May 15, 1938, May 
30, 1938, October 30, 1937,  and copies of and notes on correspondence 
regarding Glacier Bay, and reservoir in Teton Park 
 
Names found: Hon. Percival P. Baxter, W.S. (Bill) Cooper, RM, Adolph 
Murie, Mr. Wharton, and Robert Sterling Yard 
 85 TWS Formation, “Notes from a Diarist” a letter from Benton MacKaye to 
Mrs. Harvey Broome (Anne), “Origins of TWS” by Harvey Broome, “TWS” 
initial statement, “Wilderness Society Platform” from The Living Wilderness, 
September 1935, and copies of and notes on correspondence regarding 
“’Problem of the Wilderness’ reactions,” early ideas that lead to TWS, 
preservation of the primitive, roads in the Smokies, RM’s Tennessee speech, 
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RM’s trips to Knoxville, and dancing 
 
Names found: Shirley W. Allen, H.C. Anderson, Stewart M. Brandborg, 
Harvey Broome, Lincoln Ellison, Harold Iches, Aldo Leopold, George 
Marshall, RM, Benton MacKaye, Dr. John C. Merriam, Ernest Oberholtzer, 
Dr. William G Van Varne, Alvin G. Whitney, and Robert Sterling Yard 
 86 Wilderness/ Elitism (see file on Recreation Policy for more of RM’s thoughts 
regarding getting working class people to wilderness), Journal of Forestry ’36 
vol. 34 RM on need for forests for recreational purposes, “The Importance of 
Preserving Wilderness Conditions “ by Charles C. Adams, and copies of and 
notes on correspondence regarding a letter from Catherine Bauer on the 
importance of getting low-income groups into the wilderness, and a  letter 
from Yard to Broome arguing the difficulty of selling the concept of bussing 
large numbers of low income groups into the wilderness to TWS members 
 
Names found: Catherine Bauer, Harvey Broome, Benton MacKaye, RM, and 
Robert Sterling Yard 
 87 TWS- Funding (Wilderness), copies of and notes on correspondence 
regarding the lack of funding for TWS and the degree to which RM is able to 
help and exact numbers of his donation and membership dues, the delay in 
funds from RM’s trust for TWS, loans from George Marshall to TWS during 
the delay, loans to TWS guaranteed by George Marshall and Irving M. Clark, 
and a letter from George Marshall to Yard requesting more information on 
TWS budget 
 
Names found: Harvey Broome, Irving Clark, J.D. LeCron, George Marshall, 
Claus Murie, Robert Sterling Yard, and William Zimmerman 
 88 Wilderness, “Maintenance of Recreation Values in the High Sierra, A Report 
to the United States Forest Service” from Sierra Club newsletter,  and copies 
of and notes on correspondence regarding parks vs. forests 
 
Names found: Becker, Joel Hildebrand, Milton Hildebrand, RM, Starr, and 
Robert Sterling Yard 
 89 Wilderness Concerns, copies of and notes on correspondence regarding Russ 
Carson’s book, the shelter on the top of Marcy, and Hall’s “feeble remarks” 
regarding the devastation of private lumber companies 
 
Names found: T. Dreier, Hall, Mr. Kneipp Louis Marshall, RM, and Meyer H. 
Wolff 
 90 Wilderness Policy Development, Journal of Forestry, October 1975 including 
the article “Wilderness Politics: Legislation and Forest Service Policy” by 
Richard E. McArdle with Elwood R. Maunder, notes for and interview with 
John Sieker (assistant to RM at the Forest Service), TWS biography of RM, 
memo on the North Cascade Wilderness Area, June 17, 1939, memo from the 
Clark Papers regarding a conversation had with RM June 16, 1939, “Remarks 
on Bob Marshall and Wilderness” from F. Harmon at the U.S. Forest Service 
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history office (including insight from Richard E. McArdle, former Chief of 
the Forest Service, John Sieker, Richard K. “Mike” Griswold , Charles R. 
“Dick” Joy, Mike Edwards, and Earl Stanley Peirce), notes on RM’s 
inspections reports from Region 95 showing “attention to details, frankness, 
diplomacy and concern for recreation management, copy of page 20, 21, 22 of 
ORRRC study on wilderness and recreation, copy of “Saving the Wilderness 
by Robert Sterling Yard, and notes and copies of correspondence regarding 
travel, the need for wilderness in the Eastern U.S., wilderness work, Hike in 
Nevada Mountains, Collier relationship, the Sieker appointment, mining 
interests, Congressional establishment of wilderness issue, and non-
wilderness recreation 
 
Names found: Congressman Bittenger, James Collier, Carl R. Dion, Charles 
Kelley, RM, Norman (no last name given), Ernest Oberholtzer, Frank C.W. 
Pooler, Fred Winn, and William H. Zeh 
 91 Wiseman Letters, extensive copies of detailed correspondence (the first letter 
is 18 pages) from RM to his family and friends while he was in Wiseman, 
Alaska, regarding personal and professional issues, the contents of his 
bookcase for reading in the coming year, hiking and snowshoeing, socialism 
in local communities, his friends there, psychological tests (Stanford-Binet) 
he gave to locals (they excelled in them), local women, the Eskimo language, 
and his nickname (literally, “tree spoiler”) 
 
Names Found: Mr. Deane, Walter H. Kilham, and RM 
 92 Yard Information, “Politics in Our National Parks” by Robert Sterling Yard, 
“Organizing the National Parks by Robert Sterling Yard, “Who Lives Beneath 
the Trees” by Stanton A. Coblentz, “The Writer” by Paul H. Oehser, 
Wilderness News announces Robert Sterling Yard’s death,  notes and copies 
of correspondence regarding Yard’s opinion on the National Parks Service 
abandoning standards, National Park Service vs. U.S. Forest Service, Albright 
vs. Mather, National Park Service ambitions, Mt. Katahdin as a National Park, 
automobiles in parks, wilderness policies, and primitive areas 
 
Names found: Dr. Henry Baldwin Ward, Harvey Broome, Carl R. Dion, RM, 
Cloyd H. Marvin, Clarence F. Truitt, and Robert Sterling Yard 
 93 Obituaries, “Indians at Work” December, 1939, New York Herald Tribune, 
U.S. Forest Service Bulletin by F.A. Silcox, “Farewell to the Wilderness” by 
John Sieker,  Congressional Record by Hon. Walter M. Pierce, 
“Conservation” for Nature magazine, Journal of Forestry, Glimpses of Bob 
Marshall Afield by Chester J. Olsen for The Living Wilderness, “Saving the 
Wilderness” by Robert Sterling Yard for The Living Wilderness, “Late Robert 
Marshall Long Urged Forest Conservation” by Elizabeth C. Flint, “Bob 
Marshall” for Outdoor America magazine, and “Robert Marshall, Federal 
Aide, Dies” from The New York Times 
 94 Will, correspondence regarding the organization of the RM Trusts , and 
designating certain people to invest portions of the estate so that the returns 
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may be used to further the education of Americans regarding the benefit of 
unions, and the furthering of civil liberties 
 
Names found: Harvey Broome, Simon Gross, Gardner Jackson, White and 
Case, and Robert Sterling Yard 
 95 George Marshall, list of chapters reviewed by George Marshall, and 
correspondence regarding Marshall’s comments on JG’s draft 
 
Names found: JG, George Marshall, and James Marshall 
 96 George Marshall, Philip Terrie’s correspondence with George Marshall and 
obituary of George Marshall 
 
Names found: Warder Cadbury, George Marshall, Phil Terrie, and William K. 
Verner 
 97 Robert Marshall II: Indians in New Deal, notes and draft for this chapter, and 
correspondence regarding Collier and his efforts to preserve Indian culture, 
and Roosevelt’s attitudes  
 
Names found: Neil Hosley, RM and Ward Shepard 
 98 Robert Marshall II: Indians in New Deal, “Termination: A Legacy of the 
Indian New Deal” by Kenneth R. Philp, “The CCC Indian Division, Aid for 
Depressed Americans” by Calvin Gower, “The Indian and the Civilian 
Conservation Corps” by Donald L. Parman, “The Indian Reorganization Act: 
The Dream and the Reality,” “The Present Government Indian Policy in the 
United States” by RM, “Indians, Forests, and Grass” by RM, “Wildlife 
Restoration and Conservation,” “Anthropology in the Indian New Deal” by 
John Collier, “Wilderness and Modern Man” by RM, “The Indians and Their 
Lands” by John Collier in collaboration with Ward Shepard and RM,, 
“E.C.W. on Indian Reservations” by J.P. Kinney, RM letter to the editor of 
the Journal of Forestry, memo naming RM Director of Forestry in the Office 
of Indian Affairs, classification sheet defining his new position, notes on a 
1993 trip itinerary, “A Concise Dictionary of Indian Tribes of North 
America” by Barbara A. Seitch, and notes and copies of correspondence 
regarding the Bureau of Indian Affairs job, budget problems, illness, Tahoe 
agency, lumbering, the Cheyenne River, forest lands acquisition, Crow Lands 
grazing, Ute Reservations,   
 
Names found: Colleen Adams, Earle Clapp, John Collier, Harold R. Garrett, 
JG, Calvin Gower, Donald E. Harbison, J.P. Kinney, L.F. Kneipp, RM, 
Donald L. Parman, Kenneth R. Philp, Mrs. Louisa Frederika Engerzeinger 
Pinzel, Dr. William G. Van Varne, Robert L. Wood, and Bill Zeh 
 99 Robert Marshall II: Writings on Bureau of Indian Affairs, “Mountain Chief” 
by Robert Marshall, “George M. Wright and Roger W. Toll” by RM, 
“Colonel George P. Ahern” by RM, “Indian Forest Administration” by RM, 
and “Notes and Comment: Ecology and the Indians” by Robert Marshall 
 100 Robert Marshall II: Relations, notes on and copies of correspondence 
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regarding Crawford’s work at Klamath, criticism of the Indian draft, and 
RM’s sense of humor not appreciated 
 
Names found: John Collier, Wade Crawford, Ivan Drift, Allan Harper, Harold 
Iches, Gerry Kempff, Hon. Nathan Margold, and RM 
 101 Robert Marshall II: Plane Travel Controversy, copies of and notes on 
correspondence regarding travel expenses 
 
Names found: S.W. Crosthwaite, F.E. Dotson, Frank Govern, RM, and J.R. 
McCarl 
 102 Robert Marshall II: Forestry Issues, “Evolution of the Society of American 
Foresters” memoirs of H.H. Chapman edited by David Montgomery, letter to 
the editor of the Journal of Forestry by RM, copies of and notes on 
correspondence regarding the eruption of Emanuel volcano, frustration at 
having to stay in Washington, Ward Shepard as “All American Stuffed Shirt,” 
and dislike of fine lines  
 
Names found: Neil Hosley, RM, Ward Shepard, and Raphael Zon  
 103 Robert Marshall II: Personal Affairs, notes on essay “An Evening with 
Professor Einstein,” by RM transcription of all or part of the essay, fun party 
invitation from the Zimmermans, article on Georgia Engelhard,  and RM’s 
reply, and correspondence regarding forestry courses, and Justice Cordozo’s 
impression of RM and his writing 
 
Names found: Cordozo, RM, Michael Straus, and Mrs. William Zimmerman 
 104 Robert Marshall II: Political/ Economic Concerns transcription of “Public 
Ownership of Natural Resources,” list of causes supported, notes on 
allegations of communist beliefs, transcription of correspondence regarding 
disapproval of Roosevelt’s forestry plan, and concern about Spain 
 
Names found: Miss, Boone Coffey, Hamilton Fish, Gardiner Jackson, and 
RM 
 105 Bob Marshall Wilderness Adirondacks. Adirondack Council Newsletter 
including article “Bob Marshall and the Five Ponds Wilderness,” Adirondack 
Council Newsletter including article “Great News on Bob Marshall Great 
Wilderness”  
 106 Family Background L.M., The New York Review article, “Jews and Blacks in 
America: An Exchange,” and copy of correspondence regarding death of his 
sister Putey (died at 38 ½)  
 
Names found: Albert Einstein, Putey Marshall, RM, and Russ 
 107 I: Louis Marshall, typed first and second drafts for chapter I of JG’s book, 
George Marshall’s comments on the chapters JG sent him for comments, 
originals and copies of correspondence 
 
Names found: Leo Frank, JG, George Marshall, Louis Marshall, and 
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Rosenstock 
 108 “Louis Marshall: A Biographical Sketch,” Adler, copies from the book by 
Cyrus Adler, pages copied from Thompson’s “The Doctrine of Wilderness,” 
and Oscar Handlin’s introduction to Louis Marshall: Champion of Liberty 
 109 Letters from Louis, chapter 3 outline, copy of “Bob Marshall’s 
Autobiographical Outline” from the Bancroft Library (describing himself as 
“blissfully unmarried,” draft of Louis Marshall section, and copies from a 
book on Chief Joseph 
 110 Text: Louis Marshall, partial copy of Thompson’s “Doctrine on Wilderness,” 
copy of an article re: murder of Mary Phagan, copy of a booklet on Victory 
Mountain, notes on Rosenstock’s book Louis Marshall: Defender of Jewish 
Rights, notes on AfPA minutes and Victory Mtn. Park Committee, copy of 
articles “Louis Marshall Makes Declaration Opposing Whiteface 
Amendment,” and “Fight Still Looms on Whiteface Road,” and notes on the 
Constitutional Convention and Forever Wild, and correspondence 
 
Names found: John G. Agar, Louis Marshall, and Governor Smith 
 111 Loose Papers: Notes, Drafts, “A Day on the Gothics” by RM, and copies of 
“The Perilous Plight of the Adirondack Wilderness.” By RM, “Approach to 
the Mountains” by George Marshall, “Calkins Creek” by George Marshall, 
“Bob Marshall, Mount Marcy, and—the Wilderness” by Paul Schaefer, JG’s 
notes from the Bancroft Library, “Recreational Limitations to Silviculture in 
the Adirondacks” by RM, “Radical Environmentalism” chapter from 
Encyclopedia of the American Left, “Gaunt Beauty, Tenuous Life” by 
William E. Brown, “Down Logs” by Olaus J. Murie, “The Wild,” ”Interview 
with George Collins “on RM by Roger Kaye, “The Need for Wilderness 
Areas” by Howard Zahniser, “Bob Marshall: Wilderness Advocate” by David 
A. Bernstein, ”How Wilderness Returned to Brule Lake” by Kevin 
Proescholdt, “Should We Settle Alaska?” by Robert Morse Lovett, chapter on 
Knollwood Club from David R. Kaiser’s book on Adirondack Great Camps, 
“Placenames in Paradise: Robert Marshall and the Naming of the Alaska 
Wilderness” by Terrence M. Cole, an inventory to the Robert Marshal Papers 
at the American Jewish Archives, and correspondence regarding the JG book, 
the need for a Wilderness Society 
 
Names found: JG, Harold Ickes, RM, and Philip Terrie 
 112 Loose Papers: Notes, Drafts, copies of articles “Robert Marshall, The Wild 
Fight” by Roger Kaye, “Some Reflections on Ampersand Mtn. by George 
Marshall, “Journal of the Exploration of the north Fork of the Koyukuk by Al 
Retzlaf and Bob Marshall” diary of Robert Marshall, “Forest for Recreation” 
by Robert Marshall, transcript of “Why I Want to Become a Forest Ranger in 
the Future” by RM, RM’s autobiographical outline,   
 113 Loose Papers: Notes, Drafts, copies of articles “The Strenuous Life of Bob 
Marshall” by Roderick Nash, “The High Peaks of the Adirondacks” by RM, 
“Congressional Record regarding RM’s donation to communist activities, 
notes from “Great Adirondack Guides” on Herbert Clark, “Knollwood League 
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1916-1923” by RM 
 114 Cuts form the 10/85 Draft 
 115 Loose Papers: I Correspondence, Drafts, Notes, outline for the book, drafts, 
and correspondence regarding drafts of the book 
 
Names found: JG, Ernest M. Gould, JR., George Marshall, and James 
Marshall 
 116 Loose Papers: II Correspondence, Drafts, Notes, copies of correspondence 
home to family, drafts for the book and correspondence regarding edits, and 
Cosmos Club Bulletin, November 1964 with information on Howard Zahniser 
 
Names found: Neil Hosley, RM, Paul Oehser, Dr. Ken Philp, and Seiker 
 
